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1. INTRODUCTION

Bone mass density measurements using X rays is considered to be the non-invasive reference
method to measure bone mineral density [I]. Even though the technology has reached a high
level of development, precision and reproducibility must be optimised to assure that the
observed variations are due solely to the variations in bone mineral content, and not to other
associated variables, either technical or biological.

The main factors affecting bone density measurements are those that depend on the technique
used and those which depend on characteristics of the individuals. The variability associated
with the technique can be minimised by an adequate standardisation and quality control 2,3].
Among those characteristics of the individuals, which have been mentioned as a source of
variability, the most important are related to the anthropomorphic characteristics such as size
and depth of osseous structures, and thickness and characteristics of soft tissues.

These factors may be especially important because the interpretation of bone mass density
measurements depends on values obtained for reference normal populations, which are
incorporated into the bone mass densitometers as reference value databases. Usually the
anthropomorphic characteristics of this reference population are unknown and can be
different from those of the local population, independently of genetic or ethnic factors. This
situation leads to error both in the definition of basic concepts such as osteopenia and
osteoporosis, and in the interpretation of individual results for population studies 2,41.

The purpose of this study is to correlate bone density measurements of normal Chilean
women with reference value databases and with parameters, which depend on body size.

2 PATIENTS AND METHODS

One hundred sixty six women in the age range 15-50 years belonging to the urban population
of Santiago de Chile, without evidence of disease and selected according the exclusion
criteria indicated in Table 1, were studied. They were selected from the employees of two
health institutions in Santiago, one a public hospital and the other a private clinic. They all
answered a questionnaire and the data was used to evaluate their clinical and nutritional
normality.

Bone mass density measurements were made using a HOLOGIC QDR 1000 densitorneter.
Periodical quality control procedures were performed according to the manufacturer's
indications and also through the measurement of the European Phantom for quality control
(European Spine Phantom:ESP) (Table 2.

The following observed values (OV) for the osteodensitometric variables (ODV) were
measured: Bone mineral density (BMD), bone mineral content (BMC), and the bone area
evaluated (A). Averages, standard deviations and z-scores were calculated for the total group
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and for each age range. A correlation analysis was made between ODV and the variables
related to corporal size. A comparative analysis was made between OV and the database for
the reference population incorporated in the densitometer (RV). (Data base Hologic 1990;
1500 data).

The slopes of the lineal regression equations were estimated according to the model proposed
by Prentice et al. 4]. In this model the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of BMC
and the independent variable is the natural logarithm of A. If the null hypothesis of a
population slope equal to I is accepted, then BMC = k x A, where k = BMD. This means that
there is a direct proportional relation between A and BMC (I% increase in A corresponds to
1% increase in BMQ. On the contrary if the null hypothesis is rejected, the relationship
between the two variables is of a different kind.

The null hypotheses evaluated in this study were rejected if their likelihood was less than
0.05. Statistical analysis was made using the software STATA 5.0.

TABLE 1. EXCLUSION CRITERIA

a) Moderate to severe scoliosis.

b) Present or past chronic illness with a duration of more than 3 months.

c) Chronic use >1 month) of any medication except vitamin supplements.

d) Past fractures without a traumatic justification.

e) Prolonged immobilisation (>I month).

f) Exposure to toxic metals or gamma radiation.

g) Menstrual irregularities.

TABLE 2 OSTEODENSITOMETRIC VARIABLES MEASURED USING THE EUROPEAN
SPINE PHANTOM SESP) IN THE HOLOGIC QDR 100 DENSITOMETER, CLINICA
MISA.

N BMD (gr/cm) BMD standard(gr/crn) BMC (gr.) A (CM) Reference BMDgr/cM2)

I 0 0.490±0.019 0.526±0.02 4.486±0.169 9.152+0.108 0.5

10 0.932±0.00089 1.002±0.00095 9.902±0 129 10.628±0. 1 82 1

1 0 1.359±0.0021 1.46±0.0023 15.049±0.217 11.074-i:0.238 1.5
L L I

number of measurements

3.RESULTS

Anthropometric variables for the population studied are presented in Table 3 Results for
ODV for lumbar spine (LS) and femoral neck (FN) are presented in Tables 4 and 5. Table 6
shows the comparative analysis between OV and RV. Values and distribution of z-scores is
presented in Table 7 Correlations between variables (p value and r) are shown in Table .
Linear regression coefficients and their significance analysis are presented in Table 9.
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TABLE 3 ANTHOPOMETRIC VARIABLES IN CHILEAN NORMAL WOMEN

Age range N Weight (kg)(±SD) Height (cm) (±SD) Bone mass
Index SD

16-20 1 2 58.38±21.3 155.41±5.36 24.10±8.12

21-25 1 8 57.17±9.25 160.36±5.50 22.27±3.82

26-30 26 57.91±5.91 157.34±4.24 23.37±2.00

31-35 26 62.00±9.55 159.26±5.79 24.44±3.52
36-40 32 61.07±8.82 157.15±6.66 24.68±2.85

41-45 24 62.67±14.84 157.00±6.66 25.07±4.78

46-50 28 9.88±14.18 157.75±5.60 24.09±5.09

TOTAL 166 60.13±11.84 157.90±5.83 24.09±4.41

TABLE 4 OSTEODENSITOMETRIC VARIABLES FOR LUMBAR SPINE IN CHILEAN
NORMAL WOMEN LI-L4): OBSERVED VALUES (OV).

LUMBAR SPINE

BMD BmC AREA

Age Range N Mean±SD Mean±SD Mean ± SD

16-20 1 2 0.964±0.08 50.85±7.92 52.57±5.01

21-25 1 8 1.003±0.12 54.02±9.81 53.62±5.27

26-30 26 0.980±0.07 53.06±6.39 54.17±3.77

31-35 26 0.995±0.08 54.68±6.69 54.85±3.65

36-40 32 0.989±0.13 55.15±9.82 55.50±5.15

41-45 24 0.994+0.14 55.09±10.48 55.22±4.89

46-50 28 0.956±0.12 54.31±10.02 56.55±5.14

FoTAL 166 0.983±0.113 54.92±

TABLE 5. OSTEODENSITOMETRIC VARLABLES FOR FEMORAL NECK IN CHILEAN
NORMAL WOMEN: OBSERVED VALUES (OV)

FEMORAL NECK (MEAN VALUES R-L)

BMD BMC AREA

Age range No Mean ± SD Mean ± SD Mean ±SD

15-20 12 0.835±0.09 3.89±0.47 4.73±0.25

21-25 1 8 0.864±0.10 4.24±0.62 4.88±0.31

26-30 26 0.815+0.10 3.97±0.50 4.92±0.30

31-35 26 0.813±0.07 3.99±0.46 4.89±0.34

36-40 32 0.811±0.10 4.04±0.57 5.02±0.44

41-45 24 0.779±0.08 3.89±0.54 5.00±0.35

46-50 28 0.781±0.11 3.90±0.53 5.03±0.35

TOTAL 166 0.811±0.10 3.89±0.47 4.95±0.35
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TABLE 6 CMPARISON OF HOLOGIC REFERENCE VALUES (RV) WITH OBSERVED
VALUES (OV) FOR NORMAL CHILEAN WHOMEN.

AGE N HOLOGIC OBSERVED PVALUE HOLOGIC OBSERVED P VALUE
RANGE (RV) (OV) (RV) (OV)

A BMD(+SD) BMD fSD) BMD(+SD) BMD(SD)
gr/cm2 gr/cm2 gr/cm2 gr/cm2

15-16 3 1.010±0.11 0.956±0.104 0.46 0.895+0.1 0.843+0.083 0.008

-17-18 33 1.015±0.11 0.951±0.096 0.33 0.895+0.1 0.843±0.083 0.008
19-22 13 10.19±0.11 0.972±0.099 0.07 0.895±0.1 0.8434-0.083 0.008

23-27 23 1.040±0.11 1.007±0.106 0.07 0.894+0.1 0.865±0.110 0.15

28-32 24 10.47±0.11 0.977±0.068 <0.000 0.886±0.1 0.7983±0.084 <0.0001

33-37 29 1.041±0.11 0.999±0.109 0.01 0.871±0.1 0.835±0.089 0.01
28-42 3 1.024±0.11 0.972±0.131 0.03 0.850+0.1 0.773±0.096 <0.0001
43-47 21 0.999±0.11 0.989±0.146 0.54 0.826±0.1 0.7824-0.102 0.05

j 48-52 1 19i0.967±0.11 j 0.960±0.132 0.92 0.797±0.1 1 0.795±0.1 11 j 0.78

TABLE 7 VALUES AND DISTRIBUTION FOR "Z" ESTABLISHED ACCORDING TO
HOLOGIC DATA BASE IN NORMAL CHILEAN WOMEN

LUMBAR SPINE (LS) FEMORAL NECK (FN)

Age N Z±SD % Corrected Z+SD % Corrected
Range P-value P-value
16-20 12 -0.045±0.78 67 0.35 -0.111±0.7 60 NS
21-25 1 8 -0.281±1.07 67 NS -0.297±1.07 67 NS

26-30 26 -0.606±0.67 85 0.0007 -0.751+1.06 72 0.014

31-35 26 -0.428±0.77 73 0.06 -0.548±0.75 68 0.007
36-40 32 -0.292±1.25 53 NS -0.452±1.02 72 0.14
41-45 24 -0.162±1.35 79 NS -0.541±0.84 79 0.035

46-50 28 -0.182±1.12 57 NS -0.259±1.16 56 NS

TOTAL 166 -0.337±1.04 66 0.0001 -0.472±0.98 69 0.0001

TABLE 8. CORRELATION BETWEEN ANTHOPOMETRIC AND OSTEO
DENSITOMETRIC VARIABLES IN NORTH CHILEAN WOMEN.

WEIGHT HEIGHT AGE FN AREA LS AREA BD FN BD LS

AREA N R 0.3716 0.4555 0.2794 1

P 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 - -

AREA LS R 0.2876 0.6239 0.2478 0.5227 1
P 0.0002 0.0000 0.0013 0.0000 - -

131) FN R 0.2661 0.1094 (-)0.2309 (-)0.1046 0.0936 1
P 0.0005 0.1607 0.0028 0.1799 0.2304 - -

BD LS R 0.3821 0.2578 (-)0.0260 -0.2692 0.2778 0.6027 1

P 0.0000 0.0008 0.7391 0.0005 0.0003 0.0000 -
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TABLE 9 LINEAR REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN NATURAL LOGARISM
OF BONE MINERAL CONTENT AND AREA IN LS AND FN IN NORMIAL CHILEAN
WOMEN: ANALYSIS ACCORDING TO PRENTICE ETAL. 41

COEFFICIENT STD. ERROR PROB > F

LUMBAR SPINE 0.55 0.098 0.0004(s)

IF EMORALNECK P. 70 P. 142 10. 1862(ns)

3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS

a) The highest value for BMD in LS was 1003 g/cin 2 ±0.12 and in FN 0864 g/CM2

±0. 1 0. Both values corresponded to the age range 21 - 25 years.

b) There is a tendency for the OV to be lower than the RV and with negative z-scores.
These differences were statistically significant (p<0.001) in the age range 28-32 years
for LS and FN, and 38-42 years for FN.

c) Correlations were found between BMD and weight for LS and N; between BMD
and height and A only for LS, with age only for N A correlated with weight, height

and age in LS and FN.

d) The null hypothesis was rejected in the linear regression model proposed by Prentice
et al. in LS. This indicates that the relationship between BMC and A is not directly
proportional for LS.

4. DISCUSSION

Bone mass density measurements constitute an important contribution to the evaluation of
patients with osteoporosis and for the monitoring of its treatment 1,7]. Even though the

technique has advanced considerably in aspects such as precision of the measurements,
shortening of the time needed for data acquisition, reduced radiation dose and stability of the
calibration of the equipment, some doubts still persist in the clinical milieu regarding the
interpretation of the study 4,5,6]. The interpretation of the study is based on the comparison
of the values obtained with the reference values, and the establishment of t and z scores.
These in turn are the basis for classifying the patients as being normal, osteopenic or
osteoporotic 6 It is a fact that there are still problems which have not been resolved in

establishing criteria for selecting the individuals whose measurements will constitute the
reference data base. There are also studies which show the complexity in the relationship
between ODV and between ODV and the variables which depend on body size 451. It is
also difficult to correct BMD values to take into account the effect of these variables.

The results of this study show that the problems mentioned above indeed exist because we
found statistically significant differences between the Hologic data base and our own data
base in critical ages used for the definition (or calculation?) of t-scores. These differences

might depend on the existence of different anthropometric characteristics in Chilean women

than in the women studied to establish the Hologic reference value database. As has been
demonstrated in this and other studies 45] anthropometric variables behave differently
depending on the localisation of BMD measurement. BMD in LS correlates with weight,
height and bone size (A), whereas in FN it correlates only with weight. These findings are in

accordance with the regression analysis using the Prentice model, which shows there is an
insufficient correction of BMC by A in LS.
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Interactions between BMD, BMC A and the variables, which depend on body size, are not
simple, and those interactions must be taken into consideration when defining reference value
data bases, independently of ethnic or genetic considerations. It seems important in individual
studies to evaluate the influence of these factors specially when there are extreme values for
body size and bone size. Our results also point to the fact that ODV of FN are less influenced
by these variables, although this statement should be studied further.

The correlations obtained for ODV and A are specially interesting. It is known that this is a
variable dependent on bone size and on algorithms of limit definition which take into account
density gradients 1]. There are prospective studies [5] which show that A may be affected by
variations in body weight, causing changes in BMD without variation in BMC. This is
probably a consequence of the lack of direct proportionality between BMC and A. If in the
equation BMC = BMD x A, BMD is not a constant (k) as it is shown in this study,
modifications of A will not produce a proportional change in BMC and will result in a false
value for BMD.

This study shows a correlation between A and anthropornetric variables, which is consistent
because there is a relation between bone size and body size. On the other hand a positive
correlation between age and A is observed both in LS and FN. This relationship does not
necessarily reflect a larger body size at higher age, and needs ftirther investigation because
there is a possibility of an erroneous interpretation of a diminished BMD at higher age, which
could be explained in part by changes in bone area.

5. CONCLUSIONS

There is an agreement between OV and RV for BMD; however the difference found in young
individuals may influence the value of the t-score and the clinical interpretation of the study.
ODV are non-uniformly influenced by factors depending on body size, specially in LS, where
there is an independent correlation with A and the correction for BMC is insufficient.

A correct interpretation of BMD requires the validation of reference value databases, by
including anthroporrietric variables and the ODV (BMD, BMC and A) because their
interrelations seem complex.

Area should be evaluated further, both by longitudinal studies of the effect of age, weight and
other factors, and transversally considering the relationships with other variables.
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